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in matter. Here we present a new class of sources based on superradiant enhancement of radiation 

from relativistic electron bunches in a compact electron accelerator that we believe will revolutionize 

continuous-wave repetition rates up to the MHz regime. We demonstrate parameters that exceed 

repetition rates are highly scalable and once fully operational this type of sources will routinely provide 

�e advent of laser-based coherent THz emission and THz detection schemes more than 25 years ago1,2 has 
revolutionized linear spectroscopy and imaging3 in the THz frequency range and helped to improve our funda-
mental understanding of matter tremendously. THz pulses have since been utilized as gentle sensitive probes of 
fundamental low-frequency excitations in solids, liquids or gases4–7. Key of the success of this technology is the 
possibility to generate and detect these THz pulses coherently, thereby providing an excellent dynamic range and 
circumventing detection of the large intrinsic thermal background in the THz regime.

More recently, the generation of THz pulses with much higher �eld amplitudes has become possible, which 
permitted a conceptually new approach for investigating low energy degrees of freedom in matter8,9. In this 
approach, the high THz-�elds are utilized for the driving (rather than probing) of these modes to much higher 
amplitudes so that e.g. the induced coherent dynamics of a particular low energy degree of freedom can be 
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visualized directly in the time domain. �ereby fascinating examples of so called coherent THz control could be 
demonstrated (e.g. coherent THz control of spins10). One particular class of experiments aims to utilize the much 
higher THz �eld to drive the low energy modes into the nonlinear regime which has been shown to allow for the 
selective control of macroscopic fundamental material properties11. Recent work covers a broad range of topics 
from controlling transient macroscopic electronic or magnetic phases in solids12–17 to in�uencing biological func-
tion in proteins18. �e universal concept in such control experiments is that the excitation of matter with ultra-
short and strong electric and magnetic �elds but low photon energies, may either act as a quasi-DC �eld or as a 
mode-selective driving force of collective low-energy degrees of freedom into an extreme nonequilibrium. When 
combined with appropriate probes for the induced transient states, for example photoelectron spectroscopy in 
the case of complex solids19–21, fundamental mechanisms such as high temperature (HTC) superconductivity 
may thereby be elucidated by separating entangled degrees of freedom by their characteristic time- and energy 
scales22,23.

Presently, the most commonly employed high-�eld THz sources are based on nonlinear-optical conversion of 
near-infrared (NIR) femtosecond laser pulses. �ese schemes produce carrier envelope phase (CEP) stable single 
cycle and multi-cycle THz pulses at high pulse energies/�eld strength. However, the relatively low repetition rates 
of typically 1 kHz (refs 8,9 and references therein) limit the sensitivity of ultrafast experiments to those phenom-
ena exhibiting rather drastic changes in the transient linear optical properties of the samples. Providing high THz 
�elds at elevated repetition rates would allow one to observe more subtle changes in the ultrafast response8,24. 
�e high duty cycle would enable use of more speci�c ultrafast probes such as time-resolved Raman scattering25, 
time-resolved near-�eld microscopy26, time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy19,27,28 or time-resolved infrared 
di�erence spectroscopy29,30, just to name a few.

Enabling higher repetition rates for the THz pump pulse and thereby allowing for a more thorough and pre-
cise spectroscopic characterization of the induced exotic transient states is to this end a crucial development (see 
e.g.23). In this paper we show that compact modern electron accelerators allow simultaneous operation of multiple 
radiators for high-�eld THz pulses at repetition rates up to the MHz regime. �e source parameters exceed those 
of existing techniques by several orders of magnitude as shown in Fig. 1b. �e working principle is well suited 
to operation as multi-user facility for communities working in the �eld of THz driven dynamics. By providing 
CEP-stable, high-�eld THz pulses with femtosecond timing to non-laser experts, this new class of sources will 
eventually lead to a considerable widening of the application of transient THz �elds in the material and life 
sciences, analogous to the role synchrotron storage rings have played in establishing spectroscopic techniques 
based on VUV and X-ray radiation.

Results
�e current prototype facility aims for the generation of strong THz �eld transients with two di�erent THz 
sources operating in parallel. �e unique combination of high-�eld amplitude and high-repetition rate is achieved 
by complementing superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) accelerator technology (providing cw operation with 
repetition rates in the MHz regime) with superradiant THz sources31 (which have shown to provide THz pulse 
energies in the few 100 μJ or even mJ regime32,33 but at repetition rates of few 10 Hz).

A schematic of a high-repetition-rate superradiant THz source is given in Fig. 1a. Electron bunches are gen-
erated, chirped and accelerated to relativistic energies in SRF cavities made from Niobium (Nb) and �nally com-
pressed in one or several magnetic chicanes to sub-ps duration. �e compact SRF accelerator is followed by 
multiple THz radiators. �e repetition rate and bunch charge can be freely adjusted in SRF accelerators according 
to the requirements of the experiment up to maximum values limited by the employed electron injector. At the 
prototype facility, the two available injector types permit operation up to 13 MHz at 100 picocoulomb (pC) charge 

Figure 1. Schematic of a compact high-repetition-rate accelerator-driven THz source and comparison of 
pulse energies with record pulse energies of laser-driven sources. (a) Electron bunches are extracted from 
a solid, accelerated to relativistic energies and compressed to sub-ps duration in a compact SRF linac with a 
chicane bunch compressor. �e electron bunches can emit THz pulses in di�erent types of radiators. At TELBE, 
repetition rates up to 13 MHz are feasible. THz pulses are generated by a di�raction radiator (DR) and one 
undulator. (b) Comparison between laser-based sources (black dots) and TELBE. Laser-based sources operating 
higher than 10 kHz repetition rate are limited to pulse energies <10 nJ, at repetition rates above 250 kHz to 
<0.25 nJ. TELBE currently exceeds these values by more than 2 orders of magnitude (blue-shaded). �e high- 
charge-mode-of-operation will enable pulse energies of 100 μJ (light-blue-shaded).
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(thermionic injector34) and soon 500 kHz at up to 1 nanocoulomb (nC) charge (SRF injector35). �e electrons 
can be accelerated to a maximum energy of 40 MeV. �e emitted pulse energy in a bunch scales according to the 
following law:

= − +W f N fN W[(1 ) ] (1)bunch electron electron electron
2

where Nelectron is the number of electrons and Welectron is the emission characteristics of the radiator for a single 
electron (31 and references therein), where:

π τ= − . .f v v( ) exp[ 0 5(2 ) ( /2 35) ] (2)
2 2

is the so-called form factor (here given for a Gaussian-shaped bunch of FWHM - duration τ ) and quanti�es the 
degree of superradiance. It is a dimensionless, frequency-dependent value that, in a simpli�ed view, describes the 
fraction of the electron bunch that ful�ls the superradiance condition. It is directly related to the electron bunch 
duration τ  as illustrated in Fig. 2, where calculated form factors for Gaussian-shaped bunches with an assumed 
duration of 30 fs, 300 fs and 3000 fs are shown. A 30 fs (FWHM) Gaussian-shaped bunch results in practically 
fully superradiant emission from the complete electron bunch up to frequencies of 3 THz. For a 300 fs bunch, 
substantial emission at 0.3 THz and 1 THz can still be expected. In contrast, emission from a 3 ps bunch is already 
smaller by 2 orders of magnitude even at frequencies as low as 0.3 THz. Due to the quadratic dependency on 
the bunch charge, emission from the superradiant fraction of the bunch dominates even for small form factors. 
Assuming a 100 pC bunch charge, corresponding to Nelectron ~ 6 ×  108 electrons, even tiny form factors of 10−3 
already lead to superradiant emission that overtakes the linear “spontaneous” emission at the corresponding THz 
frequency by 5 orders of magnitude.

Presently, two di�erent THz radiation sources are implemented: an 8-period electromagnetic THz undulator36 
delivering tunable multi-cycle THz pulses, and a di�raction radiator (DR)37 providing quasi-single-cycle pulses. 
Figure 3 shows the working principles and theoretical predictions for the single electron emission characteris-
tics Welectron of these two radiator types. �e reductions due to the �nite beam dimensions or the form factor, 
respectively, are neglected. �e �rst source is based on so-called di�raction radiation which is emitted when a 
charged particle, or more precisely its Coulomb �eld passes a boundary between two materials with di�erent 
dielectric properties. �e DR emitter at the prototype facility is an aluminum-coated silicon wafer with a central 
aperture of 4 mm (see Fig. 3a and supplementary information). �e emitted intensity spectrum for a zero-length 
bunch depends on the size of the DR emitter and the radius of the central aperture through which the electrons 
pass in combination with the acceptance angle. It can be calculated analytically from an adapted version of the 
Ginzburg-Frank equation (see37 and the supplementary information for details). A calculation for the DR emitter 
employed at the prototype facility is shown in Fig. 3b. �e emitted intensity at low frequencies is governed by 
the �nite outer screen dimensions. It reaches a maximum value around 0.1 THz. Towards higher frequencies the 

Figure 2. Fundamental principle of superradiance. Superradiant emission from electron bunches becomes 
signi�cant for frequencies su�ciently lower than the inverse of the bunch duration τ . Following equation 
(1) the emission scales quadratically with the charge at low enough frequencies but diminishes at higher 
frequencies when a smaller fraction of the charge �ts within the wavelength. �is behavior can be described by 
the dimensionless form factor f. (a) Form factors plotted for an assumed Gaussian bunch form with duration 
(FWHM) of 3000 fs, 300 fs and 30 fs (grey-shaded). (b) Corresponding dependence of the pulse energies at 
THz frequencies of 0.3 THz (black solid), 1 THz (red-dashed), 2 THz (blue-dotted) and 3 THz (green-dash-dot) 
on the bunch charge. For simplicity a “white” radiator with a frequency independent emission characteristic is 
assumed. �e upper edge of the blue-shaded area corresponds to the case of a form factor equal to 1.
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intensity drop is governed by the radius of the central aperture in the DR screen (for details see supplementary 
information). �e aperture size of 4 mm employed at the prototype facility results in a cut-o� frequency of about 
0.3 THz.

�e second source, the undulator, is a classical radiator of synchrotron radiation38. It consists of a sequential 
arrangement of pairs of anti-parallel magnetic dipoles, called undulator periods. During the passage through 
this magnetic structure electrons experience a Lorentz force of alternating sign and are guided onto a sinusoidal 
trajectory. Interference between radiation emitted in the forward direction at each turn of the electron trajec-
tory produces a laser-like collimated beam of relatively narrow bandwidth around a fundamental frequency (see 
Fig. 3c). �e frequency can be conveniently tuned via the strength of the magnetic �eld B by adjusting the current 
in the electromagnetic undulator. �e magnitude, shape and harmonic content of the spectrum depends on B, 
the undulator period, the beam energy and the acceptance angle and can be calculated numerically as well as 
analytically (see39,40 and supplementary information for details).

A calculation for the frequency dependence of the intensity within the fundamental for di�erent tunes and 
typical parameters of the prototype facility is shown in Fig. 3d (red shaded). For a beam energy of 24 MeV the 
intensity in the fundamental increases with frequency towards a peak value at 2.5 THz. �is behavior can be 
qualitatively understood from undulator theory (see supplementary information for details). Figure 4 shows 
the experimentally observed properties of di�raction radiation and undulator radiation at the prototype facility.

Beam pro�les for both source types have been taken with a pyroelectric camera and are shown in Fig. 4a. In 
the case of di�raction radiation, the expected two lobes are observed that represent the linear horizontal polar-
ization component �ltered out partially by 2 polarizing Brewster angle windows in the optical beamline used to 
separate the accelerator vacuum from the experimental end stations. �e undulator beam pro�le exhibits the 
expected bell shaped intensity distribution39. Figure 4b shows normalized spectra from the DR source (grey 
shaded) and a selection of di�erent undulator fundamentals. �e observed DR spectrum in Fig. 4b di�ers sig-
ni�cantly from the single-electron emission characteristic shown in Fig. 3b in particular at low THz frequencies. 
Di�raction e�ects in the optical transportline, at the sources and at the electro-optic crystal furthermore lead to a 
sharp low-frequency cut-o� at ~0.3 THz. �e form factor leads to a reduction of the emitted intensity at high THz 
frequencies above 1 THz. In contrast, due to the narrow bandwidth the in�uence of form factor and di�raction 
e�ects are less obvious in the normalized undulator spectra. �e undulator fundamentals exhibit a bandwidth 
that is roughly constant around 20% for all frequencies and in good agreement with the calculated single-electron 
emission characteristics in Fig. 3d. Transient electric �elds are shown in Fig. 4c for pulses with undulator tunes 

Figure 3. �e two THz sources and their calculated emission characteristics. (a) Working principle  
of a di�raction radiator (DR) and a simulated beam pro�le for the horizontal polarization component.  
(b) Calculation of the intensity spectrum from a DR assuming the screen dimensions and aperture size 
employed at the prototype facility. (c) Working principle of an undulator source and simulation of the beam 
pro�le. (d) (inset) Calculation of the spectrum of an undulator fundamental for a tune to 0.28 THz. Calculated 
intensity in the fundamental of undulator tunes between 0.1 and 3 THz (red-shaded). All calculations assume a 
beam energy of 24 MeV and the corresponding acceptance angles of the DR and the undulator optical beamline.
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to 0.15, 0.5 and 0.9 THz (top) and a typical pulse from the DR radiator (bottom). �e expected electric �eld 
transients, quasi-single electric-�eld cycle for the DR and few multicycles for the undulator pulses, are observed.

�e individual undulator fundamental harmonics in Fig. 4b are normalized for clarity. �e actual pulse energy 
within these di�erent fundamentals is crucially dependent on the superradiant ampli�cation and is scaling down 
with frequency and charge. �is is demonstrated in Fig. 5a where the charge dependence of the pulse energy is 
shown for di�erent THz undulator frequencies. �e emitted pulse energies scale quadratically with the charge 
of the electron bunches for all of these frequencies proving the superradiant nature of the observed radiation. 
However, the actual form factor, or in other words the superradiantly contributing fraction of the bunch at this 
compression scheme, is reduced substantially between 1 and 2.6 THz, resulting in a drop of the pulse energy by 
about one order of magnitude. �e currently achieved maximum pulse energies from the superradiant undulator 
are plotted in Fig. 5b. Values of several hundred nJ up to 1 μJ have been achieved routinely, thereby exceeding pre-
vious record pulse energies from photoconductive switches (Beck and coworkers, who achieved 6 nJ @ 250 kHz41) 
or from optical recti�cation of �ber laser pulses (Ho�mann and coworkers, who achieved 0.25 nJ @ 1 MHz42) by 
more than 2 orders of magnitude. �e record pulse energy of 1.3 μJ for a bunch charge of 100 pC is achieved at 
a center frequency of 1 THz. �e loss of form factor leads to a relatively sharp decrease of pulse energies above 
1 THz in contrast to the single-electron calculation shown in Fig. 3d, while the drop in pulse energy towards lower 
frequencies corresponds reasonably to the single-electron emission characteristics. Note, that in Fig. 5b energies 
of narrowband undulator pulses are compared to broad-band table-top sources. Accordingly, the spectral density 
at an individual fundamental frequency delivered from the undulator is increased (depending on the frequency) 
by another 1 to 2 orders of magnitude which is of particular advantage for driving resonant processes. Also note 
that operation at higher charges of up to 1 nC e.g. with the currently commissioned SRF photoinjector35, will 
result in pulse energies in the 100 μJ regime. Also note that recently operation of a DC gun-based photoinjector 
has been demonstrated that allows generation of bunches with charges up to 2 nC and excellent properties at 
high-repetition rates, which if employed at TELBE, would immediately result in pulse energies of up to 400 μJ43.

Figure 4. Experimentally observed source properties. (a) Beam pro�les of DR and undulator radiation 
determined with a pyroelectric camera. (b) Normalized Spectra of a typical broadband DR pulse (grey-shaded) 
and narrow-band fundamentals of selected undulator tunes (0.15 THz–red-shaded, 0.5 THz–green-shaded, 
0.9 THz–blue-shaded, 1.4 THz–black solid, 2.1 THz–dashed, 2.5 THz–dotted). �e measurements for tunes to 
0.15 THz and 0.5 THz were performed through appropriate band pass �lters to remove the higher harmonic 
content. (c) (top) Electric-�eld transient of undulator pulse for tunes to 0.15 THz, 0.5 and 0.9 THz and (bottom) 
Electric �eld transient of a DR pulse taken under ambient conditions. Note that the notches in the frequency 
domain spectra as well as the ringing a�er the DR pulse in the time-domain measurements are due to water 
absorption lines from passage through air. Additional fringes are due to re�ections in the ZnTe crystal.
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In the pump-probe schemes typically employed in experiments utilizing high-�eld THz pulses, the syn-
chronization of pump and probe pulses is a crucial parameter. One important class of such experiments utilizes 
multi-cycle THz pulses to target one particular low-energy excitation and probes the initiated dynamics with 
broad band single cycle THz transients8,15,24. Making use of the fact that radiation pulses emitted from the same 
electron bunch can be intrinsically synchronized in the few fs regime44, such a scheme is realized at the prototype 
facility using the undulator pulses as pump and the DR pulses as probe (see Fig. 6a). Both sources can be oper-
ated in parallel without any observable degradation of their performance. �e currently experimentally observed 
intrinsic jitter is in the few 10 fs regime (see Fig. 6b) and hence slightly larger than expected. We attribute this 
partially to instabilities of the electron beam position on the few 10 micrometer scale. �ere is furthermore clear 
evidence that the jitter is slightly overestimated by the employed technologically challenging 2 pulse single-shot 
electro-optic sampling measurement (see supplementary information for details).

Another even more crucial parameter for the envisioned experiments aiming at probing coherent control of 
matter by duty-cycle hungry laser-based techniques is the achievable time-resolution in experiments that involve 
external fs-laser systems as a probe. In order to benchmark the performance of the prototype source we have 
performed a coherent control experiment and compared the measurement with the results of experiments per-
formed at 1 kHz utilizing a state-of-the-art table top source based on optical recti�cation of an optical femtosec-
ond laser pulse with tilted pulse front in LiNbO3 

8. In the benchmark experiment the transient magnetic �eld 
of a carrier-envelope-phase-stable narrowband THz undulator pulse at a repetition rate of 100 kHz tuned in 
resonance with the antiferromagnetic mode (AFM) of NiO was used to coherently drive a spin excitation with 
a resonance frequency close to 1 THz (see Fig. 6c). �e time-dependent transient magnetic �eld B in the THz 
pulse exerts a Zeeman torque on to the electron spin which results in a collective spin precession. �e maximum 
pulse energy employed in the experiment was 1 μJ which was focused onto a spot diameter of 1 mm on the sample 
surface. Inside the NiO crystal the incident pulse results in a maximum transient magnetic �eld of up to 39 mT. 
�e dynamics was probed by monitoring the transient Faraday e�ect utilizing a synchronized NIR fs laser at a 
repetition rate of 200 kHz.

�e experimentally observed transient Faraday rotation angle is shown in Fig. 6d. Two immediate observa-
tions are made. Firstly, the higher spectral density at 1 THz results in a signi�cantly increased Faraday signal and, 
therefore, THz-induced spin de�ection angle as compared to the experiment with the table-top THz source albeit 
of an equivalent pulse energy. Secondly, the much higher repetition rate allows us to either probe the dynamics 
much faster as demonstrated by the snapshot of the spinwave shown in the inset of Fig. 6d or to achieve a signif-
icantly improved signal-to-noise ratio. Ultimately of higher importance is that the TELBE facility can be com-
bined with duty-cycle-hungry speci�c spectroscopic techniques operating at repetition rates in the few 100 kHz 
to few 10 MHz regime, such as time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. In the speci�c case of THz control of 
spin excitations laser-based TR Brillouin or TR Raman scattering25 would e.g. allow the direct observation of the 
dephasing via magnon-phonon scattering processes. �e achievable time-resolution in a THz pump laser probe 
experiment was veri�ed to be better than 15 fs (rms) (see supplementary information for details).

To summarize, we have demonstrated for the �rst time parallel operation of two superradiant high-�eld THz 
sources at a compact quasi-cw electron accelerator at unprecedented high repetition rates and benchmarked 

Figure 5. Dependence of pulse energy on bunch charge and THz frequency. (a) Measured charge 
dependence of the emitted THz pulse energy in the fundamental for undulator tunes between 1 and 2.6 THz 
and 2nd order polynomial �ts. (b) Maximum pulse energies observed during the �rst commissioning shi�s of 
the prototype facility (full circles) at a repetition rate of 100 kHz and with a bunch charge of 100 pC. �e already 
demonstrated pulse energies exceed the currently most intense high-repetition-rate laser-based sources41,42 
(shaded) by up to 2 orders of magnitude. Note, the laser-based sources are broadband and have a distribution 
of spectral weight over many frequencies as indicated by the color tone in the respective shaded areas. 
Experiments aiming at driving a narrowband low frequency excitation resonantly thereby bene�t additionally 
from the considerably higher provided spectral density.
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the performance by exercising a real-world ultra-fast coherent THz control experiment. �e prototype facility 
provides a world-wide unique combination of up to 100 kV/cm �elds at up to MHz repetition rates. �e pro-
vided THz �elds can be signi�cantly further upscaled when operating with higher bunch charges (see Fig. 1b). 
Intrinsically synchronized single- and multi-cycle high-�eld THz pulses can be generated at user-determined 
repetition rates. �e fundamental working principle allows operation with di�erent radiator types. �is opens 
up the opportunity to provide a large variety of di�erent THz pulse properties at one time from one electron 
beam ranging from extreme narrow bandwidth sources (utilizing corrugated waveguides45), over few-multi 
cycle (undulators46) to quasi-single cycle pulses (TR/DR sources32,33, bending magnets47 or edge radiators48) and 
from linear to radial and circular polarization. With an overall length of less than 20 meters such superradiant, 
quasi-cw THz facilities can be compact, cost- and space-e�cient49. It is important to note that the driving com-
pact SRF technology is being continuously further developed for various upcoming X-ray FEL projects50,51. �e 
performance of SRF accelerators will hence be dramatically improved, while their cost will be further reduced 
in the coming years. �e prototype facility presented in this article is highly complementary to recently devel-
oped laser-based high-�eld THz sources operational at lower repetition rate52–54. Its considerably higher duty 
cycle opens the opportunity to employ much more speci�c spectroscopy probes for the THz driven dynamics. 
�e combination of selective THz pump with speci�c duty-cycle hungry probe techniques will pave the way for 
gaining deeper fundamental insights into the many fascinating THz driven phenomena which so far can only be 
described super�cially8,9,22,23. Furthermore, operated as multi-user facilities this type of sources will be accessible 
also to non-laser experts and hence will widen the scope of science with high-�eld THz pulses.

Methods
�e experiments were performed at the prototype Terahertz facility at ELBE (TELBE) recently installed at the 
quasi-cw linear SRF electron accelerator ELBE34. �e THz pulses from both sources were transported into a 
dedicated laser laboratory by transport lines based on re�ective optics. In each beam path a set of 2 Brewster win-
dows from z-cut crystalline quartz separate the accelerator vacuum from the experimental set-ups and supress 
the vertical polarization component. All THz photon-diagnostics presented in this article have been performed 

Figure 6. Synchronization and Coherent THz Control benchmark experiment. (a) Sketch of the 
arrangement of THz sources in the accelerator. Pulses emitted from the same electron bunch arrive in the 
laboratory at the same time. (b) Jitter measurement establishing intrinsic synchronization in the few 10 fs 
regime between undulator and DR pulses. (c) Benchmark experiment: �e transient BTHz-�eld from a multi-
cycle THz pulse is utilized to launch a coherent antiferromagnetic spinwave. �e spin de�ection is probed by the 
transient Faraday rotation of a timed fs laser. �e undulator is tuned in resonance with the AFM mode of NiO 
at 1 THz and provides a spectral density per pulse that is by a factor 36 larger than achievable from broad-band 
laser-based THz sources. (d) Transient Faraday rotation angle θ  (blue-solid) plotted over delay time Δt between 
THz (red-solid) and laser pulses. �e measurement shows that the spin precession evolves coherently over 
several tens of picoseconds. Due to the orders of magnitude higher spectral intensity at the resonance frequency, 
the amplitude of the spin de�ection is considerably increased compared to coherent excitation by a state-of-
the-art high-�eld table-top THz source of similar pulse energy (black-solid line and10). (inset) Snapshots of 
the spinwave over few cycles taken in less than 1 s. Due to the two orders of magnitude higher repetition rate, 
measurements can be performed either orders of magnitudes faster or with much higher sensitivity.
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in the laboratory. Measurements have been performed in a nitrogen atmosphere or in vacuum to reduce water 
absorption where possible. Spectral properties have been determined making use of one commercial FTIR 
spectrometer (Bruker 80 V) and several purpose-built electro-optic sampling set-ups primarily utilizing 100 
fs long 800 nm laser pulses from a Coherent Reg A laser-ampli�er-system. �e laser system was locked to the 
accelerator via a stabilized optical �bre link55 or via a commercial RF Lock. Power/pulse energy measurements 
have been performed using a commercial sensor56 that has been speci�cally calibrated for the experiments by 
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt57. At and above 1 THz frequency the measurements have an accu-
racy of 1.7% while the uncertainty is larger at lower frequencies56,58. �e pulse energies presented in the article 
are as measured in the laboratory and are not corrected for losses by the transport into the laboratory. Timing 
and time-domain measurements where performed utilizing single-shot and sequential electro-optic sampling 
schemes. Beam pro�les have been measured with a commercial pyroelectric camera.
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